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- Program structure
- Essential thematic areas

In the program structure, three plenary meetings have been decided as central 
afternoon events (see below). The program group is responsible for the opening, 
closing, strategy consultation and the plenaries. The central plenaries will each be 
preceded by workshops for introduction and followed by workshops for conclusion.

Opening event: Global change - where to?
Closing event: How we want to live - perspectives for a better world
Strategy consultation: How and with whom do we change this world?

The aim is to make ESU a participatory university. The formats of the events should 
reflect the diversity of the social movements. Opening and closing sessions will 
probably be classic panel discussions because of the compact participation with 
simultaneous translation. 

ç Mi Do Fr Sa So
07.45 -
09.15

Breakfast

09.30 -
10.00

Get to know each other
Organised talks in the foyer

Closing event

10.15 -
12.30

25 parallel workshops, seminars, 2 
forums

 12.30 
-
14.30

                                          Lunch

14.30 -
16.00 

Registration Plenary Plenary Plenary Departure

16.00 -
17.00

              Coffee break Clean up



17.00 -
18.30

25 parallel workshops, seminars, 2 
forums

18.30 -
20.00

                                          Dinner

20.00 -
22.00 Opening 

event

Cultural event Plenum
Strategy 
consulting

Cultural 
event

 22.00 Music / Theatr / Party

The nine forums from the previous version, assigned to our essential topics, are 
replaced here by the three central plenary events and two forums on each of three 
days (i.e. a total of nine central events again).

The following central thematic areas (guidelines, here in keywords) have been 
defined as essential:

1. democracy, danger or far right
2. gender relations, feminism
3. war, peace, détente
4. economic crisis, criticism of financial markets
5. climate, environment and socio-ecological transformation, system change
6. housing
7. mobility
8. corona, health
9. flight and migration - against racism, exclusion, and discrimination
10. upheavals in the world of labour
11.trade and corporate power: trade deals, ISDS, corporate accountability
12. xx
13. xx

 


